RANGE IGNITER SPARK SWITCH HARNESS
SDWB18T10338

PLEASE NOTE
This part is Model Specific and is not a universal fit.
Please make sure this is the correct part for your
model. Your Model Number is often located around the
door or control panel.

CONTENTS
SPARK SWITCH HARNESS

RECOMMENDED TOOLS
Phillips head screwdriver
Flat head screwdriver
Wood block or support for cooktop

IMPORTANT: Unplug your appliance or turn off power from the breaker before getting started. If you
have doubts or are unfamiliar with this type of installation work, seek the services of a qualified Service
Technician. Supplying Demand assumes no responsibility for the improper installation of this part.

UNINSTALLING OLD IGNITER SPARK HARNESS
STEP 1: Read the installation instructions and warnings that come with your appliance completely.
STEP 2: Unplug your appliance or disconnect power from the breaker.
STEP 3: Remove grates and burner heads from cooktop.
STEP 4: Unscrew the burner head assembly from the cooktop. Do not misplace any screws.
STEP 5: Remove burner knobs by pulling them off the range. There should be five (5) knobs in total.
STEP 6: Use flathead screwdriver to press the release clip and lift the cooktop. Raise it slowly and
carefully.
STEP 7: Use something to support the cooktop and keep it up while working underneath it.
STEP 8: Unscrew the control panel (if necessary) and set aside.
STEP 9: Remove switches from the valve stems. These should pull off easily and all remove in the same
way.
STEP 10: Follow the wiring harness of the switches and unplug the connectors from the range.
STEP 11: Once the wiring harness connectors are unplugged, carefully remove the assembly from any clips
holding it into place and remove from the range.

INSTALLING NEW IGNITER SPARK HARNESS

STEP 12: Install the new spark harness in the same way that the old one was removed. Be sure the switches
are firmly connected to the valve stems and attach wires through any clips. Plug the wiring harness
connectors back into the range.
STEP 13: Replace the control panel and screws. Remove the wood block or support from beneath the
cooktop and lower it slowly back down. Screw all screws back into place.
STEP 14: Replace burner heads and grates and reconnect power.

